Enjoy the performance of a sports sedan, in the comfort of a full-size luxury car.

If you've been considering an import sports sedan, we invite you to experience LS5 by Oldsmobile. You'll discover an exceptional full-size sports sedan that didn't have to cross an ocean just to reach your driveway. Settle into the contoured front bucket seats and you'll feel the softness of leather seating surfaces. The instrument panel clearly reflects the car’s driver orientation, presenting you with large analog gauges and logically designed controls. You'll also find plenty of space for five adults to stretch out in comfort. And when you finally take LS5 out on the open road, you'll experience driving precision you'd only expect from an expensive import. Yet LS5 delivers all this luxury and performance for thousands less than you might expect — a fact that should make you very comfortable with the idea of owning an LS5.

LS5 offers something rare among sports sedans: the spaciousness and luxury of a full-size automobile.
The Safety Factor

The safety engineering of LSS started with a simple goal: give the driver the ability to help prevent accidents. To give you the power to react quickly, LSS comes with a responsive 3800 V6 engine. To help maintain precise control when maneuvering around unexpected hazards, LSS is equipped with anti-lock brakes and variable-assist power steering. And for exceptional stability, LSS provides front-wheel drive, 4-wheel independent suspension and electronic traction control. Of course, LSS is also equipped to help protect its passengers. Dual air bags are standard. A unibody structure forms a safety cage with front and rear crush zones to help absorb and guide crash energy away from the passenger compartment. In addition, flame-retardant fabrics and impact-absorbing padded surfaces have been designed into the interior. And since security is part of safety, LSS is equipped with rear door child-security locks, remote-control keyless entry and a pass-key vehicle security system.

LSS is designed to help you prevent an accident, and to help protect you when a collision is unavoidable.

LSS features standard dual air bags. Remember, you should always wear safety belts, even with air bags.

A computer-controlled 4-wheel anti-lock braking system (ABS) is standard on every LSS. ABS helps the driver maintain steering control by minimizing the chance of wheel lockup when braking.

Electronic traction control helps the driver maintain control and stability on slippery surfaces by automatically modulating the brakes and throttle to minimize wheelspin.
LSS IS POWERED BY THE PROVEN TECHNOLOGY OF A 3800 V6 ENGINE THAT HAS BEEN FURTHER REFINED FOR 1995. THE NEW, LIGHTER, STRONGER, STIFFER SERIES II DESIGN HELPS DELIVER MORE POWER THAN EVER BEFORE, IT NOW PRODUCES AN IMPRESSIVE 205 HORSEPOWER AT 5200 RPM AND 230 LB-FT OF TORQUE AT 4000 RPM. THIS WORLD-CLASS ENGINE IS MATCHED TO A 4-SPEED ELECTRONIC AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION THAT SHIFTS ALMOST IMPERCEPTIBLEY TO PROVIDE A SEAMLESS FLOW OF POWER ON DEMAND. LSS ALSO DELIVERS THE AGILITY OF A SERIOUS SPORTS SEDAN. A STANDARD TOURING SUSPENSION WITH AUTOMATIC LOAD LEVELING GIVES LSS QUICK HANDLING RESPONSE AND SMOOTH RIDE QUALITY. TAKE LSS THROUGH A CURVE AND YOU'LL FEEL THE ACCURACY OF VARIABLE ASSIST POWER RACK AND-PINION STEERING AND THE ROAD-HUGGING GRIP OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE TOURING TIRES ON 16-INCH ALUMINUM WHEELS.

---

Agile handling and unhesitating power make LSS a true SPORTS SEDAN, not just a full-size car.

The new 3800 Series II V6 has more horsepower and torque than ever before, yet the added power doesn't come at the expense of highway fuel economy — it now gets an EPA estimated 19 mpg in the city and 29 mpg on the highway.

---

Here's the kind of extended-range engine performance you can really use low-rpm response for lively acceleration from a stop, and high-rpm output for better top-end cruising.
The LSS driving experience begins when you slip into its thoughtfully designed interior. The first thing you'll notice is spaciousness beyond that of most conventional sports sedans. The 5-passenger accommodations include leather-trimmed seating areas and fully adjustable front bucket seats. Take your place behind the wheel and you'll notice how the instrument panel curves gracefully to present a full set of analog gauges. Grip the leather-wrapped steering wheel and you'll discover touch controls for the audio and climate control systems—right at your fingertips. Turn the key, move the floor shifter into drive and you'll quickly realize that performance and luxury can peacefully coexist.

Every aspect of the FULL-SIZE interior was designed with one thought in mind: enhancing the DRIVING EXPERIENCE.

Dual-zone automatic climate control allows the front passenger to adjust the temperature to his or her personal preference. And to protect the seats, the air conditioning uses a CFC-free refrigerant.

The controls for the standard 8-way power front seats are shaped like the seat itself: just push the switch in the direction you want the seat to adjust.

The standard audio equipment includes a 6-speaker Dimensional Sound system with AM/FM stereo radio, cassette player and power antenna.

Steering wheel touch controls let you adjust the audio and climate control systems without taking your hands off the wheel or your eyes off the road.

Oldsmobile introduces a simpler, BETTER way for you to buy a car. After all, it's your MONEY.
Oldsmobile introduces a simpler, better way for you to buy a car.
After all, it's your money.
You should feel as good about buying your new car as you do driving it.

Buying a new car SHOULD be fun. But we know that sorting through options and haggling over prices can make it a frustrating experience. So not long ago, we began to explore a new, simpler way to buy an Oldsmobile. — First, we simplified the selection process by making our most popular options standard equipment on most models. To simplify our pricing, we removed the confusing discounts and rebates. But we left in the savings. — The response was so encouraging, we’ve gone a step further for 1995. This year, every Oldsmobile model is available in just one or two versions that are so well-equipped, there is only a handful of options to consider. And we’ve simplified pricing across the board, enabling your Oldsmobile retailer to skip the haggling and quote you the best possible price right up front. — Simply put, our new way of doing business means Oldsmobile now offers you even more car for your money... and a more enjoyable way to buy it. And that's certainly something you can feel good about.

Oldsmobile introduces a simpler, BETTER way for you to buy a car. After all, it's your MONEY.
Incomparable Value

ANY CAR CALLING ITSELF A LUXURY SPORTS SEDAN CAN'T AFFORD TO CUT CORNERS. THAT'S WHY LSS IS SO WELL-EQUIPPED. EVERY LSS INCLUDES THE NEW 3800 SERIES II V6 ENGINE, 4-SPEED ELECTRONIC AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION, DUAL AIR BAGS, ANTI-Lock BRAKES, ELECTRONIC TRACTION CONTROL, LEATHER-TRIMMED SEATING AREAS, 8-WAY POWER FRONT SEATS, DUAL-ZONE CLIMATE CONTROL, STEERING WHEEL TOUCH CONTROLS, REMOTE-CONTROL KEYLESS ENTRY SYSTEM, CRUISE CONTROL, TILT-WHEEL STEERING, DUAL POWER OUTSIDE MIRRORS, 18-INCH ALUMINUM WHEELS AND AN OVERHEAD STORAGE CONSOLE. OBVIOUSLY, LSS ISN'T JUST A LOT OF CAR FOR THE MONEY. IT'S A LOT OF CAR, PERIOD.

We invite you to COMPARE the LSS with other cars in its class.
We don't think you'll find a better VALUE anywhere.

The inside rearview mirror dims automatically to reduce reflected glare by up to 94%. It includes an illuminated liquid crystal display compass to help you find your way.

The remote-control begins entry system lets you unlock just the driver’s door, all four doors or the trunk at a touch.
A standard overhead console provides dual reading lamps and storage for sunglasses.

The available supercharged 3800 V6 engine boosts peak output to 225 hp and 275 lb-ft torque.

The available audio system includes both compact disc and cassette players.
WE WANT YOU TO BE SATISFIED WITH YOUR NEW OLDSMOBILE LONG AFTER THE SALE.

In addition to a comprehensive warranty, we also offer courtesy transportation, provide 24-hour roadside assistance and even guarantee your satisfaction. Which may not sound so important right now, but you’ll appreciate them should the need ever arise. Just ask one of our owners.

Jack Boynton of Traverse City, Michigan, discovered the value of 24-Hour Roadside Assistance after he found his car had a flat tire.

One call to 1-800-642-OLDS and he was on his way.

Jack wrote us: "The problem that made me call Oldsmobile Roadside Assistance was minor, stupid and frustrating. The service I got was amazing. When it was done, I actually felt good about the incident." (Edited for length and clarity only. Complete letter on file.)

As an Oldsmobile owner, you'll get the Oldsmobile Edge:

Bumper-to-Bumper Warranty
Every part of your Oldsmobile is covered under our comprehensive warranty, except those you wear out—like tires, shocks (if you don’t change them) and wiper blades. (See your owner’s manual for complete details.)

24-Hour Roadside Assistance
Will be there to help you 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, during the warranty period. All you need to do is call our toll-free number. There are over 15,000 emergency facilities ready to help you.

Convenience Transportation
When you drop off your Oldsmobile for some-day warranty service, we’ll give you a free one-way trip up to 10 miles. For overnight service, we’ll give you a laurel or reimburse you up to $30 a day for transportation.

Guaranteed Satisfaction
If you’re not satisfied with your new Oldsmobile, you can bring it back within 30 days or 5,000 miles, whichever comes first, and receive full credit toward the purchase or trade-in of another new Oldsmobile.

THE GM CARD
Every time you use the no-annual-fee GM MasterCard,
GM will credit 5% of your purchases toward buying or leasing a new Oldsmobile. It could mean saving hundreds, even thousands, of dollars. Call 1-800-8GM-CARD for more information, including annual limits and restrictions.

ACCELERATED EARNINGS NETWORK
Visit participating GM retailers for up to 10% in GM Card earnings on eligible parts and service transactions. Call 1-800-947-1000 for more information.

SMARTLEASE
Smartlease lets qualified customers pay for the portion of the vehicle they own, rather than paying for the entire vehicle’s cost, as is done with traditional financing. You’ll also enjoy lower up-front costs and lower monthly payments. Plus, you’ll be able to drive a new vehicle more often or drive a higher-priced model. Ask your Oldsmobile retailer for more information.

Payment Protection
• Driver- and passenger-front passenger Supplemental Inflatable Restraint • Manual headlight/wiper delay • Driver-front passenger • Manual headlight/wiper delay • Front seat position • Manual headlight/wiper delay • Center rear seat position • Energy-absorbing steering column • Energy-absorbing instrument panel • Eaminated windshield glass • Woven headlining • Tinted safety glass • Side rear windows • Interlocking door latches • Side door hooks • Passenger-guard inside door lock handles • Safety strategies • Rear view mirror, adjustable, drivers and front passenger • Dual rear view mirrors • Breakaway inside mirror • Interior door lock and door-retractions • Rear door child • Security locking • Automatic door locking system • Power door and trunk release • Pressure relief fuel cap • Power window function

FOR CRASH AVOIDANCE:
• Side marker lamps and reflectors • Rear view • Trunk-based warning • Back-up lamps • Center high-mounted stoplamp • Directional signal • Windshield defroster, wiper and washer • Smoke headlights • Mirror • Outside exterior mirror • Brake system with dual master cylinder plus • Steering lock • Locks • Theft • Traction control • Safety • Switch • Dual electric head lamp (front opening) • Taillight reflectors • Inside windshield wipers, wiper arms and blades • Safety seat • Anti-theft • Systems • Floor • Anti-theft • Systems • In-floor • Anti-theft • Systems

FOR MOUNTING:
• Theft • Automatic • Car • Systems • Systems • Lock • System • Security • Systems

FOR THEFT DETERRENCE:
• Theft • Automatic • Car • Systems • Systems • Lock • System • Security • Systems

FOR SEAT BELLS:
• Theft • Automatic • Car • Systems • Systems • Lock • System • Security • Systems

For important words about this catalog:
We have tried to make this catalog as comprehensive and factual as possible. It means the right, honest, to make changes at any time, without notice. In prices, colors, materials, equipment, specifications, models and availability. Since some information may have been updated since the time of printing, please check with your Oldsmobile retailer for complete details.

• A WORD ABOUT ENGINES:
Oldsmobile is equipped with engines produced by different operating units of General Motors, its subsidiaries or suppliers to GM worldwide.

• A WORD ABOUT ASSEMBLY:
Oldsmobiles are assembled by different operating units of General Motors, its subsidiaries or suppliers to GM worldwide. Oldsmobiles incorporate thousands of components produced by GM, its subsidiaries or suppliers to GM worldwide. Sometimes it is necessary to produce Oldsmobiles with different or differently sourced components than originally scheduled. All such components have been approved for use in Oldsmobiles and will provide the quality performance associated with the Oldsmobile name. Some systems may be unavailable when your vehicle is assembled. We suggest that you verify that your vehicle includes the equipment you ordered if there are changes, that they are acceptable to you.

• A WORD ABOUT UPDATED SERVICE INFORMATION:
Oldsmobile regularly sends its retail service bulletins about Oldsmobile products. Oldsmobile monitors product performance in the field. We then prepare bulletins for conveying our products better. Now you can get these bulletins, too. Ask your retailer. To get ordering information, call toll free 1-800-551-4222.

• A WORD ABOUT CORROSION PROTECTION:
Oldsmobile is designed and built to resist corrosion. All body sheet metal corrosion is warranted against rust-through from corrosion for six years or 100,000 miles, whichever comes first. There is no deductible for rust-through repairs. Application of additional anti-corrosion materials is not required or recommended under the corrosion coverage.

• A WORD ABOUT WARRANT:
The GM 5-year/50,000-mile Bumper-to-Bumper Warranty covers repairs for any new Oldsmobile, including labor and parts, to correct any defect in materials or workmanship occurring during the warranty period. The complete vehicle (except tires, which are covered by their manufacturer) will be covered for three years or 36,000 miles, whichever comes first. No deductible charge. For your Oldsmobile retailer for terms of limited warranty.
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The 1995 Oldsmobile lineup offers you a wide choice of models for every
driving need. There's something in it for everyone.